Always pronounce "ii..." as in word stra(i)n

\( \text{rr}^* = \text{dental [r]} \)

mm... (mosquito)
Culicidae Night

57  ff    \> p    PPP

(tuti)

T1

f

"clap" she managed to escape

(tutti)

T2

f

"clap" she managed to escape

(tutti)

B1

p

"clap" red red RED! red red red red red red red red red red red red

B2

f

"clap" red red RED! red red red red red red red red red red red red
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T1

T2

solo f

and in the dark he has only

B1

fp mf p

in the dark he has a plan and in the dark he has a plan and

B2

fp mf p

in the dark he has a plan and in the dark he has a plan and
in the dark he has a plan oh, let me flatten your shape! with a newspaper and a

one plan

in oh, let me flatten your shape! not tutti

in the dark he has a plan oh, let me flatten your shape!

magazine he tried to slap down that ugly queen

but

red red red he tried "stomp "clap foot" hands"

red red red he tried "stomp "clap foot" hands"
Culicidae Night

69 \[ ff \rightarrow p \] PPP

\( \text{T1} \)

\( \text{f} \)

\[ \text{then he thought and then} \]

\[ \text{and then he thought and then} \]

\[ \text{but then he thought and then} \]

\[ \text{and} \]

\( \text{T2} \)

\( \text{f} \)

\[ \text{then he thought and then} \]

\[ \text{and then he thought and then} \]

\[ \text{but then} \]

\[ \text{then he thought and} \]

\( \text{B1} \)

\[ \text{he then he thought he then he thought he thought and then} \]

\( \text{B2} \)

\[ \text{he then he thought he then he thought then he thought and} \]

\( \text{pronounce [e] as part of a word "then"} \)
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\( \text{T1} \)

\[ \text{then he thought and then} \]

\[ \text{but then} \]

\[ \text{and then} \]

\[ \text{and thee. (ee..)} \]

\( \text{T2} \)

\[ \text{then he thought but the other hand this} \]

\( \text{B1} \)

\[ \text{he thought and then} \]

\[ \text{on the other hand this} \]

\( \text{B2} \)

\[ \text{then he thought but on the other hand red red red red red red} \]
Culicidae Night

(solo) \( f \)

\( \text{ii. (mosquito)} \)

(alt.)

\( \text{(ee..)} \)

T2

surely is a uu...

B1

surely is a unique one night

B2

ed ed ed ed e e e e

night is

\[ \text{Meno mosso (} \text{j = 90)} \]

\( \text{ff}\)

\( \text{f}\)

\( \text{rit.} \)

ignore rit, make accelerando (freely)

\( \text{ii.: most annoying!} \)

then!

\( \text{div in 3} \)

T1

T2

one night stand the

unique one night

B1

unique one night

B2

night is one night stand the
Culicidae Night

morning started to rise with this painful lullaby came

Più mosso

beautiful soft light and the visitor so impolite

beauu... (uu..) she decided to leave her night-shift
Menò mosso (\( \text{\( \dot{=} \)} \quad 90 \))

for the host she left just one gift spots so itch-ing and so nas-ty, had to nurse with some bran-dy

Mèno mosso (\( \text{\( \dot{=} \)} \quad 66 \))

for him it was time to rise get o-pen those ti-red eyes
her... and the other night flies sun always means good-byes mm..

T1

(p)

T2

(mm.)

B1

B2

(tutti)

(uu.)

(pp)

(mm.)

(join tutti)

(ii. (mosquito))

(solo)

(pp)